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INTRODUCTION
Rational^.—More than a quarter of a century ago Martin J.
Stormzand and Jane W. McKee called attention to the unnatural and
formal atmosphere of the traditional classroom. This environment was
so severely different from the free and natural one of the child's
home* With the changing concept of education^ as applied to the
training of children, came a change In method which has made neces¬
sary a change In school architecture. The time has arrived when
those who hold the destiny of school planning and building In their
power must be educators In the fullest sense of the word.^
The Committee on School Plant Research was organized as one
of the standing committees of the American Council on Education In
1937 to promote research In the elementary and secondary school
building field and to disseminate these research findings. In 1947
the membership of the committee was enlarged to Include representa¬
tives from the college and university fields and Its name was changed
to the “Committee on Educational Buildings and Equipment,"
During the past decade America was faced with the greatest
educational plant program In the history of the nation. The
^Martin J. Stormzand and Jane W. McKee, The Progressive
Primary Teacher (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1928), p. 19.
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accumulated backlog of needed construction and modernization was
estimated at over ten billion dollars. The changing educational
pattern constituted a challenge to those responsible for planning
long-range plant programs and launching building projects.
The Oommlttee on Educational Buildings and Equipment of the
American Council on Education believes that the coordinated efforts
of school boards^ college boards, other public bodies, educators,
architects, and citizens' groups will make it possible to avoid the
repetition of many of the mistakes of the past, and will result In
common benefits to those who use and those who pay for educational
plant facilities.
American education must fulfill the needs of the people In a
democracy. Curricular revision forms the basis for planning the edu¬
cational plant program. The plant planner, therefore, must be a
student of educational philosophy If the school plant Is to function
as an educational tool.
It is the educators* function, through cooperative planning,
to define the design problem for the architects. Even architects who
specialize in educational buildings cannot be expected to keep up with
program and method trends in education. Much of the poor planning of
the past has been the fault of boards and educators rather than of
architects.^
In the Interest of those for whom the schools are built It Is
realized that the change in the structure of school-building plants
^Committee on Educational Buildings and Equipment, "Things to
Consider In Planning Educational Plants," American Council on Educa¬
tion Studies. XII, No. 4 (August, 1948), p. 7.
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was not the result of a random selection of building plans. Those who
formulate principles of learning; those who study the nature of the
child; and those who choose the role of teacher are In agreement that
the traditional school did not provide the best environment for
learning.
Evolution of the Problem.~»Thls problem has developed as the
result of an awareness among educators that the Traditional School
Plant as a tool of education did not provide the proper environment
for the learner. As a parent and as a teacher the writer has a pro¬
found Interest In schools where children live, work, play, and grow.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge.—The possible contribu¬
tion to educational thought expected from this study are:
1. It may show the value of an Improved environment for the
learner.
2. It may answer the question, ''What particular needs of the
pupil are satisfied In the modem school that were not satis¬
fied In the traditional school?"
3. It may stimulate continued efforts toward further Improvement
of school plants.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem Involved In this study
was: (1) to determine the ways In which the Modem School Plant has
departed In architectural design from that of the Traditional School
Plant; and (2) to Identify the reasons for the changes.
Purposes of the Study.-*«The major purposes of this research
were: (1) to Identify the new-type architecture; (2) to ascertain the
ways In which the new-type structures depart from the architectural
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design of the "old" or Traditional School Plant design; and (3) the
problem was concerned with identifying—as may be possible—the educa¬
tional theories which have promoted these changes in design* More
specifically, the purposes of this research are characterized in the
separate statements below*
1. To identify the types of architectural designs which have been
planned for modern-type school buildings*
2. To determine the extent to which the new designs in school
buildings; new classrooms; and new service areas are depar¬
tures from the design of the "Traditional" School Building
and its specific classrooms*
3. To determine what have been the educational theories and/or
practices which have dictated or prompted the specific depar¬
tures in architectural design found in more recently erected
school plants.
4* To formulate whatever implications, if any, for educational
theory basic to the Planning of School Buildings as may be
indicated by the findings of this research*
Scope and Limitation of the Study*—The more crucial limita¬
tions which inhere in this projected research weret (a) that the data
were not collected by observation through plant visitation, but were
garnered through "exhibits" and "reports"; (b) that the number of
school plants to be studied was detemlned by the number of schools
represented in the materials received; and (c) that the "reasons" or
educational theories, in the main, were deduced from the apparent
functionality of the facility's design rather than from specifically
expressed reasons
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Definition of Terms.<-~For the purpose of clarity, certain
terms in this study are defined as follows:
1. "School-Building Plant" refers to the building, all the phys¬
ical facilities for operating the plant, the furniture, and
all the equipment to carry on the educational program.
2. "The Traditional School Plant" refers to those schools whose
exterior structures were very much alike* Usually the square
shape was common to all* The seats and desks were screwed to
the floor, the teacher's desk was in the front of the room,
and there was plenty of blackboard space.
Method of Research*—The Documentary Method and the Descrip¬
tive Survey Method of research were used in collecting and interpret¬
ing the data for this study.
Locale of the Study.—Because the data for this study was
secured as a result of selecting materials concerning schools located
in forty cities and fourteen states, the locale of this study was con¬
sidered as forty cities and fourteen states in the United States of
America.
Period of Study.—This study was conducted during the period
of the summer months of 1961 and throughout the 1961-1962 school year
with the writing and acceptance of the complete draft as of July 5,
1962.
The task involved in the collection, assemblage, treatment,
and interpretation of the data for this research was performed from
and at the writer's home in Atlanta, Georgia.
Materials for the Study.—The materials for this study were
copies of school buildings, floor plans, and other illustrations
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concerning schools located In the following cities and states:
Tucson, Arizona; Scribner, Nebraska; Norman, Oklahoma; Natick,
Massachusetts; North Haven, Connecticut; Ablngton, Pennsylvania;
Manchester, Massachusetts; Darien, Connecticut; Englewood, Florida;
Grand Island, Nebraska; New York, New York; Boston, Massachusetts;
Focantlco Hills, New York; Neenah, Wisconsin; Hyde Park, New York;
Riverside, Illinois; McPherson, Kansas; Pittsfield, Massachusetts;
Northbrook, Illinois; Jefferson County, Colorado; Georgetown,Texas;
Daly City, California; McHenry, Illinois; Jamestown, New York; San
Angelo, Texas; McKeesport, Pennsylvania; San Leandro, California;
Mt« Pleasant, Michigan; Berwyn, Illinois; Eagle Mountaln-Saglimw
(outside of) Fort Worth, Texas; Covina, California; Rich Township,
Illinois; Amarillo, Texas; Westport, Connecticut; Schenectady, New
York; Sacramento County, California; Blue Island, Illinois; Barrington,
Illinois; Kearney, Nebraska*
Method of Procedure.—The procedural steps used in conducting
this research were as follows:
1. The related literature pertinent to this study was reviewed,
summarized, and Incorporated in this thesis copy.
2. The data essential for this research were secured from books,
periodicals, reports of School Boards, University Researchers,
and reports of School Architects.
3. The data derived from the various sources were assembled into
appropriate descriptions, copies of buildings, floor plans,
and facilities to show departures in the modem school
building plant.
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4. Descriptions were matched with illustrations to show the
specific departure*
5. The findings^ conclusions^ implications^ and recommendations
stemming from the analysis and interpretation of the data were
written up and constitute the content of the finished thesis
copy.
Criteria of Reliability*The criteria of reliability for
appraising the data was "Aims of Education as Translated in Terms of
Architecture^" which are summarized in separate statements outlined
immediately below:
"Some Aims of Education Translated in Terms of Architecture"
To develop in youth the social understanding and sensitivity to
respect others, and to acquire ethical values and principles*
To plan school plants in terms of the social aspect by providing
social courts, lounges, and assembly ro<xns where students can
talk over their problems*
To regard courses of study not as finished products, but as edu¬
cational plans to be revised as arising needs dictate*
To design classrooms for flexibility and to plan structures which
can be changed economically to conform with changes in education.
To teach children to work together and instill in them a spirit
of cooperation*
To design classroom units to permit children to work in small
groups and to design equipment which can be adapted to small
group work*
To develop skills in children through meaningful situations
close to their daily activities*
To make provisions for the use of gardens in connection with
mathematical problems in the lower grades, for reference materi¬
als such as newspapers and magazines in connection with reading
skills, and for places where students can gather in developing
speaking skills, etc*
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To consider the physical and emotional growth of children as well
as their mental growth, and to afford situations where the life
and work of the school contribute to such.
To design the school plant to serve the physical needs by having
ample Indoor and outdoor play space and equipment, and to serve
the emotional needs by providing a friendly and beautiful place
for children.
To give youth understanding and appreciation of the way of democ¬
racy, and to afford them an opportunity for practicing this kind
of life at school every day.
To plan the school plant to serve democratic activities with pro¬
visions for meeting places for elected governmental groups, bulle¬
tin boards for local news of governmental activities in community
living, and assembly place for large groups.
To encourage active participation by the children in most learning
situations.
To recognize that the formal type of classroom characterized by
the "sit and learn" method has been replaced by the informal
classroom designed for the "learn by doing" method.
To make subject-matter more interesting, with relationship to
problems of youth and modem civilization.
To build flexible classrooms and laboratories, to peimiit building
large models (for instance, model grocery stores or villages) for
learning situations, and to provide tools and equipment to make
them.
To encourage the collection and use of original material produced
by children.
To provide space in classrooms and laboratories for aquariums,
nature collections, clippings, and pictures, with special consid¬
eration given to possibilities of school museums.
To stimulate children's participation in most forms of the arts.
To design classrooms in which singing and dancing, creative art,
and dramatics can take place by using movable furniture and
equipment.
To provide curricular enrichments such as student government
activities, scout work, academic clubs, journalism projects,
and athletic opportunities for all students.
To provide small conference rooms, large playrooms, gymnasiums,
auditoriums, classrooms and clubrooms which can be used as
meeting places.
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To take advantage of any up-to-date teaching method and devices
such as audio-visual aids*
To make radios^ television sets, charts, maps, and phonographs
available to the teachers and provide ample storage for these
audio-visual aids.
To place emphasis not on subject matter alone, but on real life
situations.
To plan the school as a youth community, with not only space to
teach subject material, but also space for social and recreational
activities.
To give adults opportunity for continuous education.
To Include In secondary schools facilities for night classes and
to design the lighting and mechanical work with this In mind.
To recognize the physical development of school children and
make the provisions for It In the educational program.
To provide health clinics with necessary storage for records and
medical supplies, and to provide physical education facilities.
To give special consideration to handicapped children for their
all-around development*
To make provisions In the school plant for special facilities
such as sight-saving classrooms, ramps for children In wheel
chairs, and classrooms with special hearing facilities—without
setting up an obvious segregation.
To give paramount consideration to the health and comfort of
the children.
To design comfortable classrooms and laboratories with emphasis
on proper lighting, adequate ventilation, and sound conditioning,
without sacrificing any qualities that go to make up a colorful
and stimulating environment.
To offer children opportunities for exploration of crafts and
Industrial arts.
To provide shop facilities in the classrooms of the lower grades
and In special laboratories In the upper grades.
To guide older children in developing salable skills.
To provide facilities in the secondary schools for developing
skills in the trades, in typing, shorthand, drafting, and the
like.
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To teach children of all ages an understanding of the significance
of the family to the individual and society.
To provide facilities in the school plant which will encourage
families to participate in school activities (P.T.A.) and to
have facilities for such courses as home making^ family living,
and marriage education.
To give youth the knowledge to purchase and use goods and services
intelligently.
To make available space for carrying out classroom activities
based on everyday living in the lower grades and to have space
for such courses as distributive education in the upper grades.
To provide opportunities for understanding the methods of science,
scientific facts, and the influence of science on the world and
man.
To design science laboratories based on conceptions of teaching
much broader than mere demonstration by providing facilities that
will encourage active participation and exploration by the stu¬
dents; and to provide these laboratories with bulletin boards and
reference materials necessary for the students to understand the
reason and impact of scientific development.
To develop appreciation for beauty in literature, art, music,
and nature.
To make provisions not only for facilities to study literature,
art, music, and nature, but also for such facilities as places
for recitals, libraries, exhibit halls, and museums, and to make
the building beautiful.
To provide guidance for wise use of leisure time.
To make provision in the school plant for carrying out the
activities of hobby and recreational groups.
To consider each child as an individual.
In all grades provide nooks in classrooms for individual instruc¬
tion and guidance, and in the upper grades provide added facilities
of rooms for full time counselors.!
Collection of Data.—In an effort to secure data for this
study, books, periodicals and reports were examined by the writer.
^William W. Caudill, Toward Better School Design (New York:
F. W. Dodge Corporation, 1954), pp. 50, 51.
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Letters were sent to Publishers, School Boards, University Researchers,
and School Architects requesting materials. In some Instances mate¬
rials were purchased. In other instances materials were sent free of
charge. Thus, through the kind cooperation of all those who responded,
this research was possible.
During the months of October through November all the materials
were surveyed as indicated under Materials for the Study. During the
months of December and January the data were assembled into groups as
indicated by the Purposes of the Study. During the months of February
and March the writer was concerned with the final selection and repro¬
duction of floor plans and classroom arrangements which were to be
analyzed and inteirpreted according to the purposes. During the month
of April the writer was engaged in the final reading of the literature
pertinent to the study, which was to be incorporated in this study.
The development of the research report into the proper thesis
form, together with the production of the abstract were the major
tasks of the months of May and June. During the first week of June
the work draft was read and approved by the advisor. During the first
and second weeks of July the final copies of the thesis and abstract
were tj^jed and mimeographed, respectively, and the thesis copies and
abstract were approved by the advisors as of July 15, 1962*
Survey of Related Literature.—The literature pertinent to
this study will be reviewed under the following headings:
1. Changing Concepts of Education
2. Planning for School Plants
3. Architectural Designs for Schools
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Changing Concepts of Education
The changing concepts of education have made necessary a
change In school architecture, furniture, and equipment* The type of
activity which Is to be carried on In a classroom must be taken Into
consideration In the building of that ro<Mn. The formal-room arrange¬
ment of rows of desks facing the teacher In the center-front of the
room Is a hold-over from the monastery and church school, where rows
of pupils faced the altar for Instruction*^
A survey of the literature revealed that authorities have much
to say concerning the role of the educator In a democratic society.
When John Dewey presented his views In "Democracy and Educational
Administration," he described democracy as a "way of life," He called
attention to the Importance of democracy In the home. In the school,
and In other social Institutions*^
Dewey states:
The conventional type of education which trains children to
docility and obedience, to the careful performance of Imposed
tasks because they are Imposed, regardless of where they lead.
Is suited to an autocratic society* If we train our children
to take orders, to do things simply because they are told to,
and fall to give them confidence to act and think for themselves,
we are putting an almost Insurmountable obstacle In the way of
overcoming the present defects of our system and of establishing
the truth of democratic Ideals*3
The spread of the realization of this connection between
democracy and education Is perhaps the most Interesting and
^Stormzand and McKee, op* clt*. p, 19.
^John Dewey, "Democracy and Educational Administration,"
School and Society. XLV (April 3, 1937), p. 457*
2john Dewey and Evelyn Dewey, Schools of To-Morrow (New York:
E* F. Dutton and Co., 1913), p* 303.
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significant phase of present educational tendencies*
William Bruce believes in the principles of democratic educa¬
tion. In the modem school the child learns to participate wisely in
the choice of his activities. He shares In the work of the group.
He assumes responsibilities and learns to evaluate his activities*
It is the function of the public elementary school to help
every child:
1* To understand and practice desirable social relationships.
2* To discover and develop his own desirable individual aptitudes*
3* To cultivate the habit of critical thinking.
4. To appreciate and desire worth-while activities.
5. To gain command of the common integrating knowledge and skills*
6. To develop a sound body and normal mental attitudes.^
Democracy must be taught in the school and compatibility with
the principles of democracy furnishes the criterion for education.
Every state will educate its citizens in its own image. In America
that image is democracy.
The basic philosophy of democracy, according to Keyserling,
consists of certain fundamental beliefs:
1. Belief in the value of the individual hviman personality.
2. Belief in liberty, in freedom of speech and of criticism,
and in freedom of action carried up to the point at which
it begins to clash with that of others.
3. Belief that an agreed body of laws must be the means by which
^William Bruce, Principles of Democratic Education (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1939), p. 256.
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disputes should be settled, both between individuals and
between nations.
4. Belief that change in the existing state of affairs must be
brought about by means of criticism, persuasion, argument, and
reason rather than by violence and force.
5* Belief that the citizens in a democracy must feel active and
personal responsibility for its good government ... to
sacrifice time and to use his mind in the service of the
various communities ... national and world-wide.^
The school must become a place where teachers and children
live, work, and learn together through the process of joint participa¬
tion in the Improvement of human relationships and in the acceptance
and discharge of the responsibilities which accrue in the total life
of the school. Democracy cannot be taught by traditional teaching
methods; it can only be "learned about"—its problems studied. It is
a way of living together that one participates in, experiences, feels,
and acquires. When the school's purpose is the Improvement of Ameri¬
can life, the school becomes a place for the practice of democracy.
It becomes a place where participation of all pupils in the life of
the school is a measure of the quality and effectiveness of the
school's program.2
Kilpatrick contrasts the old and the new concept of education.
At one time knowledge was considered something handed down on
^Rexford G. Tugwell and Leon H. Keyserling, Redirecting Edu¬
cation (New York! Coltimbla University Press, 1934), p. 4.
^American Association of School Administrators, Schools for
a New World. The Twenty-Fifth Yearbook of the National Education
Association (Washington, D.C.: 1947), p. 65.
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authority and "learn" meant the acquisition and acceptance of know¬
ledge. "Study" meant the process of acquiring an assignment. In
keeping with tradition, knowledge was put in "textbooks." The student
gave back what was found in the book. Kilpatrick believes that chil¬
dren should learn through experiences. They should have many contacts
with life. Children must better and better foresee consequences and
they must more and more act according to consequences.^
Gertrude Hildreth presents the newer aim of education. Schools
were traditionally established to "train the mind and cultivate the
Intellect."
The newer aim in training the Intellect is not to force chil¬
dren to assimilate fixed knowledge, but to teach them to think cre¬
atively, to exercise selective judgment, to answer questions, to find
reasons, and to learn for themselves. The pupils are encouraged to
weigh evidence from which sound conclusions can be drawn, rather than
merely to memorize factual statements, to learn to revise their ideas,
to change their attitudes and points of view.
The modem world needs citizens with creative intelligence
rather than conventional conformity; citizens with the ability to
adjust intelligently to new situations, rather than to react blindly
and Inflexibly according to fixed ideas; citizens who are permeable
by new ideas, with an objective viewpoint, unhampered by tradition,
with complete freedom in arriving at facts. School training should
help the individual meet new, unpredicted problems for which previ¬
ously established modes of response are Inadequate.
^William H. Kilpatrick, "A Reconstructed Theory of the
Educative Process," Teachers College Record. XXXII (January, 1935),
p. 18.
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A goal of modem education is to keep alive the spirit of
eager curiosity children show on first entering school, and to encour¬
age the desire to continue learning. The modem world needs people
who have attained skill in Intelligent self-direction, who are re¬
sourceful and adaptable, who have developed flexibility and use
initiative in choosing and carrying through a course of action.
Another fimction of education is to extend the pupil’s expe¬
rience and understanding, to carry him into wider contacts with
natural phenomena and with mechanical forces so that he can understand
the fundamental principles that control the action of natural forces
and machines; to broaden his conception of the vast world in which he
lives so that he can more effectively deal with his physical environ¬
ment and utilize it for his purposes.
Experiments in education demonstrate that all this can be done
without sacrificing factual learning; indeed, more factual Information
than ever will be required to enable the individual to think critically
and to arrive at sound Judgments.^
Fay Adams gives the place of knowledge, infoimiatlon, and
skills. No individual can serve either himself or others without
knowledge. Information, and skills; they are essential tools of citi¬
zenship. Past controversies concerning their values have arisen
largely because they have been considered more or less as ends in
themselves quite apart from their functions in living.
Without knowledge and Information the nature of democracy
itself could neither be understood nor appreciated. The ability
^Gertmde Hildreth, Child Growth Through Education (New York:
The Ronald Press Co., 1948), p. 10.
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to think depends, not upon ignoring facts, but upon possessing and
using them. Without facts and the ability to face them, conflicts
between individuals cannot adequately be solved and desirable social
conduct learned. Even desirable social attitudes and Ideals, the
motivators of social conduct, do not function long if they rest upon
sentimentality or emotional appeals; they must be based on an Intelli**
gent foundation of knowledge.
How subject matter should be used in assisting children in
attaining desirable knowledge and skills is a much debated question.
The question is not, however, whether subject matter will be utilized;
it must be. The important problem is how to utilize subject matter in
the attainment of desirable educational outcomes. One answer is to
present subject matter when the child clearly recognizes the need for
it in reaching desired goals.^
J. Paul Leonard and Alvin C. Eurlch outline the purpose of
education. They point out that education has responsibilities in a
democracy today heretofore unasslgned to the school.
If men are free, they must live by their own reason. The
development of reason is an individual achievement. Reasoned action
is contrary to prejudicial thought, to judgments based upon partial
data, to violence bom of uncontrolled emotional disturbances, to
illogical pursuit of conclusions, and to mere acceptance of another's
thinking. The school can play a vital part in helping the young to
learn the process of reasoned thought and action.
^Fay Adams, Educating America's Children (New Yorkt The
Ronald Press Co., 1954), p. 40.
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Competent participation in the affairs of state is necessary
for free men, and the school must seek to develop social competence
in all who leave its doors. This can be done by studying the princi¬
ples of democracy and by constantly directing experience in living
democratically on each progressing level of maturity.^
Grambs, Iverson, and Patterson discuss ways of practicing
democracy in the classroom. The major criteria arei
1. Freedom within rules.
2. Significant areas of choice.
3. Participation by all members.
4. Feeling of responsibility on the part of all members.
5. Sense of being valued.
6. Experimental approach to subject matter.2
One of the principles of democracy to be practiced in the
schools is freedom of expression. In the traditional school the child
was taught to listen and not to ask questions.^ In the modem schools
the child is encouraged to speak. Screwed down furniture and rigid
classroom organization are highly detrimental to good language devel¬
opment. Children of all ages use language best in situations where it
really functions and in face to face relationships. Movable furniture
^J. Paul Leonard and Alvin C. Eurich, An Evaluation of Modem
Education (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1942), p. 3.
2jean D. Grambs, William J. Iverson, and Franklin K. Patterson,
Methods in Secondary Education (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,
Inc., 1958), p. 102.
3james S. Tippett, Schools for a Growing Democracy (Boston:
Ginn and Co., 1936), p. 33.
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Is an asset of great Importance. Boys and girls can work successfully
in groups and through group activities can meet individual needs and
carry on a varied and intensive learning program.^
The needs of the school child have been clearly worked out and
the laws of his growth have been established by such educational lead¬
ers as Dewey, Thorndike, Gessell, Kirkpatrick, and many others.
Briefly speaking, every child needs a healthy body and good
habits of both mind and body; an alert, well-organized mind; many and
widening Interests; a sense of fair play and honesty; the ability to
live and work with others; the ability to read, to write, to speak,
to use numbers easily and efficiently; and most Important a constant
Increasing capacity for appreciating beauty, fineness, and the things
of the spirit.
Again psychologists say that none of these qualities or skills
will spring up overnight or in a few days, but that they are of slow
growth. In order to grow a child must be active; he must have freedom
to move and the privilege, in both work and play, of investigating and
trying out his own ideas, feelings and Interests, rather than those of
grown-ups. He must have many real experiences, and he must think
things out for himself.^
Real experiences call for space; but there was no space in the
traditional classroom. Some teachers found that they could unscrew
iRuth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary
School (Boston! D. C. Heath and Co., 1957), p. 167.
^Rose B. Knox, School Activities and Equipment (Boston!
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1927), p. 22.
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the rows of desks and fasten them to strips of wood. The desks could
then be moved from place to place, and space could be provided as
needed.^
School Plant-Planning
A survey of the literature pertinent to school plant-planning
revealed that the planning of a school plant takes considerable time
and money. New buildings, additions, and major alterations should
not be undertaken until a tentative long-range master-program has
been developed. The master-program is not a fixed document. It will
have to be revised from time to time as communities change and new
educational needs become apparent. Those responsible for policy¬
making and long range planning should plan for at least a decade in
advance.
Since educational programs and teaching methods undergo
fimdamental changes during the life of a building, it is essential
that plant planners consider maximum adaptability. Provision should
be made in the original design for future expansion without the loss
of functional or related facilities. Multipurpose rooms will increase
the adaptability of educational plants.^
James MacConnell makes a comparison of present-day school
plants and those of two or three decades past« This comparison reveals
an underlying difference in philosophy as to what the plant is and
what it should do. Formerly the plant was considered to be "the
^Tippett, op. cit.. p. 35.
^American Council on Education, "Things to Consider in Plan¬
ing Educational Plants," School Plant Research. XII (Washington, D.C.i
1948), pp. 1-7.
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place where school was kept"~-now it is a place for school* Schools
were formerly regarded where pupils sat to be instructed—now school
plants are conceived to be activity areas where children and youth go
to participate in activities resulting in understandings^ attitudes^
skills. Ideals, and appreciations enabling them to live as Intelligent
social beings. Educational experiences are real today where they were
vicarious a few short years ago.
The educational activities of today’s children and youth are
sheltered with grace, developed through participation, enlivened with
beauty and appreciation, and created with enthusiasm when housed in
present-day buildings.
The modera school helps the Instruction process by providing
a clean, simple, light, colorful, and beautiful place in which chil¬
dren and youth work with colorful, attractive materials. Appreciation
of beauty develops from living with it,^
A child has more to learn in the classroom today than in the
past. Many educators today are oriented to a "core” and "activity”
educational program. This whole development has led to a new kind of
classroom, one which can encompass a wide range of activities and
permit a great diversity of interior arrangements. Today's classroom
constitutes a total "living" space for the children. It is essentially
a multi-purpose room on a small scale where the child can do many
things,2
^James D, MacConnell, Planning for School Buildings (Engle¬
wood Cliffs! Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), p, 3.
^Benjamin Handler, Economic Planning for Better Schools
(Michigan! The University of Michigan Press, 1960), pp, 37, 45.
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Architectural Designs for Schools
Although the Modera period in architecture began in the mid-
eighteenth century there have been revivals Imitative of the early
Roman^ Greek, and Gothic with too few attempts to synchronize archi¬
tectural style and structural function*
The stereotyped notion of school buildings reflects an era of
monumentality. School buildings were once erected as "temples of
learning," and were designed in accordance with this concept*
Buildings were solid, designed to protect pupils and teachers
from the elements. They were functional in a rudimentary way and in
line with the then prevalent limited concepts of suitability, safety,
and healthfulness. They rose from a massive base to encompass room
areas, and, in a carryover from the day of the village clock tower,
terminated in a lofty bell tower*
Schools were places for "rigorous application of the mind" to
learning facts, and to developing skill in using those facts. Com¬
monly, schools were grim in keeping with the seriousness of their
important task* Enjoyment was for the worldly, and was either out
of place or Incidental to the purposes of the school*
Site areas were places to put buildings* They made no contri¬
bution to learning, since this was an activity of the classroom*
Recess was necessary for small children, of course, to permit them
to run off excess energy so that classwork might be resumed,^
Today our schools are concerned primarily with children* To
carry out educational aims we need an environment which supports our
^Merle R. Sumption and Jack L. Landes, Planning Functional
School Buildings (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1957), pp*
194, 287.
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endeavors to further the development of the whole personalities of
children* The architectural contribution to this effort is to create
spaces which will contribute to the performance of many tasks. Ordi¬
narily, we think in terms of providing a certain number of square feet
at a ceirtaln cost. The cost is thought of as something that has to be
palatable to the taxpayer. Responsible school board members think of
school construction in terms of providing facilities for good teaching,
but it is not often that we consider a new building program as a wel¬
come opportunity to re-examine and overhaul the educational system.
The child is a rather helpless "client'^ in this general
struggle over a building venture, with no means to protect his inter¬
ests, He is still very much a part of his family and dependent on it,
particularly on his mother. The school can provide for only part of
his needs. Yet the school, for all of its concentration on academic
goals, has taken on many new functions.^
The "hiimanistlc approach” or in the case of school buildings,
the "pupil approach,” insists that school planners should begin with
a clear and scientifically accurate realization of the actual physical
and emotional needs of the pupil, and should never in any phase of
planning compromise in meeting those needs. This is the intended
meaning of "humanistic." But this approach insists also that the
needs are to be met for the purpose of helping the pupil to perform
at peak efficiency in a school designed to function as a positive and
flexible aid in the educational process as the best contemporary
^H, H, Waechter, "Translating Children's Needs into Terms of
Design," The National Elementary Principal. XXXIX, No. 1 (September,
1959), pp, 12, 14.
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thought conceives that process. The school is a building for learn¬
ing} comfort is the bride of function.
This approach recognizes that a school must also be strong,
safe, and economical. And it is not too proud to call upon science,
technology, and Industry to furnish the materials and methods to
make it so.^
Except for those who were bom in primitive tribes under a
tree, in an unadorned cave, or in some other natural shelter, most of
us have lived all of our lives in "designed" shelters* We see these
edifices from different angles and with different perception. The
architect studies the effect of space, stmcture, texture, and light
on the human spirit and body. Man^s well-being, the functioning of
his nervous system, and his efficiency to act are vitally influenced
by the architect's artistic ability and his capacity for making sense
out of the game of putting sticks and stones together*
There are many situations where the physical environment is a
decisive factor in a child’s behavior. Most of all, a child should
perceive of space in ways that make him feel happy, at ease, or, at
times, stimulated. These feelings are basic Influences upon the
child's ability to do his best learning and upon the teacher's ability
to do his best teaching.^
School buildings today are designed in many and varied shapes.
Infinite variations in shape can be found but most will fall within
^William W. Caudill, Toward Better School Design (New York;
F. W. Dodge Corporation, 1954), p. 17.
2waechter, op. cit.. p. 14.
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the following categories: rectangular, curvilinear, letter-shape,
finger-shape, and circular.^
It would seem almost unnecessary to point out that the class¬
room is the most important single element in the elementary school.
The classroom is the place where most of the learning takes place.
It should be thought of as one of the major tools teachers use to
provide diversified learning opportunities for boys and girls. To
design classrooms which will adequately serve this function requires
careful study and evaluation. These are some of the things that
should be considered.
Flexibility: The teacher and children should be able to
arrange the classroom in many different ways to accommodate the varied
activities which are part of each day’s work.
Space: The space required for an elementary school classroom
can no longer be coiiq>uted on the basis of the floor area needed for a
desk and chair, multiplied by the average number of children in the
room. It is difficult to state minimum, desirable, and maximum stand¬
ards that will be equally valid for all situations. All too often,
the minimum becomes the standard. However, for the elementary school
classroom, 40 to 50 square feet per pupil should not be considered
unreasonable. For a class numbering 25 students, this would provide
a room of approximately 1000 to 1250 square feet.
Shape: Traditionally, classrooms are square or rectangular.
But is this necessarily the best shape, the one that will contribute
most to setting a desirable learning environment?
^Sumption and Landes, op. cit.. p, 188.
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In recent years, architects and educators have combined their
creativity and knowledge to design classrooms of different shapes.
This has not been done, as some would have us believe, "just to be
different," but rather as an attempt to achieve a classroom based on
defined principles.
The child and the roomt In designing classrooms, it is
Important to keep in mind the way children will work in it~and how
it will appear to children. How Kirill decorative detail look from the
four-foot level? Are display boards mounted so that children can put
up their own pictures and announcements? Are colors planned so that
the colors children bring with them into the room will blend and be
attractive?
Other considerations: Careful study and experimentation must
be done in connection with such elements as lighting~both natural and
artificial—air pressure, humidity, temperature control. These things
have a significant daily impact on the people who use the buildings
and, through them, on the learning program.
In the decades ahead, increased attention will be given to the
early Identification of children's special needs. This requires spe¬
cialized facilities*
A partial list of some of the specialized services which should
be a part of a good elementary school program might well Include speech
correction, psychological testing and treatment, health services, re¬
medial work, and special classes for low mental ability groups,
physically handicapped and emotionally disturbed children. Without
adequate facilities, many of these services are neglected; or, if
provided, they are so handicapped by physical limitations that
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children do not receive the help they need. In too many instances,
the initiation of a service is not accompanied by proper housing.
With reference to multi-purpose facilities, W. George Hayward
reveals an interesting observation. Some principals and teachers have
decided that what is meant by so-called "all-purpose rooms" is "no¬
purpose rooms." The design of one room cannot be expected to be
automatically compatible with several different functions which it is
expected to serve. For example, conversion of a gymnasium to a lunch¬
room, assembly hall, or other purposes may involve so much time and
become so involved that the school winds up not really having any one
of the planned facilities. On the other hand, small soundproof rooms
designed for Instrvimental music instruction might be used for individ¬
ual testing purposes. Realistic studies should be made which will show
exactly which facilities can sensibly be made multi-purpose.^
William Caudill, in his discussion concerning economy and
architecture, shows the difference between low cost schools and eco¬
nomical schools. The term "low cost" has a limited meaning, referring
only to the relative price of the plant. The term "economical," on
the other hand, is much broader and refers to the management of the
means and resources of a community with a view to productiveness and
avoidance of waste in both the planning and the operation of a school
plant.
New thoughts and new experiments have called for larger groups
in larger ro<Kns with more than one teacher. There is still need for
^W. George Hayward, "School Buildings and the Learning Pro¬
gram," The National Elementary Principal. XXXIX, No. 1 (September,
1959), pp. 21-25.
2Caudill, op. clt.. p. 91.
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larger spaces where mass communication media can deal with subjects
that lend themselves to mass media treatment* There Is a further need
for many more small Isolated rooms and off-the-beaten track areas,
especially shaped and conditioned (by color, equipment, acoustics,
and lighting) for Individual pursuits, tutoring, advising, and testing*^
Team Teaching—Ifatll recently the typical school, especially
at the elementary level, resembled the egg carton: a series of equal-'
sized spaces, each well Insulated from the others, set out In rows.
Two of today's major movements In elementary education are
aimed at removing this egg-carton aspect of school organization* The
first of these Is nongrading, an effort to remove the firm Insulation
between classes In order that every child may proceed at his appropri¬
ate speed through the total curriculum* The other Is certain staff
reorganization practices, designed to remove the remaining barirLers
that keep teachers from collaborating In planning and Implementing
that curriculum*
Nongrading causes teachers to adopt more of a "team approach”
to their tasks than does the graded stiructure. It Is even more true
that team teaching stimulates teachers to think and to act In non-
graded terms.
About a dozen places In the Halted States are now engaged In
an exploratory project labeled "team teaching*" In these places, the
egg-carton pattern has been wholly or partially abandoned In favor of
an arrangement In which two, three or more adults combine their ener¬
gies and talents to Instruct a larger nun&er of pupils than the
^Waechter, op* clt*, p. 13.
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usual 25 or 30.^
Team teaching programs all require school space that provides
several fundamental things not available In many schools today;
The space must be able to accommodate groups of various sizes,
anywhere from 100 students down to one or two children studying by
themselves.
The space must allow the rapid shifting of group size and the
rapid changing of the participants of any group~contlnual motion
throughout the school day Is one Inevitable result of team teaching.
The space should Include a place In which teachers can meet
and work privately, and hopefully a workroom for the preparation of
special Instructional material.^
Educational Television*—Television In education has a signifi¬
cant If short history. It has already become a part of the teaching
program In schools and colleges across the United States*
After a few scattered starts In 1953-1954, the television
experiments began to spread* The Pittsburgh school system was one of
the first to broadcast televised programs to assist teachers In their
French at fifth-grade level as a beginning. Before long the first
station was not adequate to fulfill the needs* A second station was
added In 1957 and a third Is being planned.^
^Robert H. Anderson, "Team-Teaching," The Nation*s Schools
(May, 1960), p. 62.
^Evans Cllnchy, "Schools for Team Teaching," Profiles of
Significant Schools (February, 1961), p. 12.
^Dave Chapman, "Planning for Schools with Television,"
Design for ETY (July, 1960), p. 21
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The Fund for the Advancement of Education has stimulated
extensive activity of various kinds In educational television. In
February, 1961 the Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction
was scheduled to start three hours per day of demonstration broad¬
casting from 23,000 feet to an area Including 13,000 schools and 5
million students. A six hour, 37 week schedule was planned to begin
In September of the same year with courses from elementary schools
through the college level.^
Large group spaces divided by folding room dividers are sug¬
gested for large group Instruction, televised Instruction with mul¬
tiple receivers and other team teaching techniques* Classrooms and
spaces that break from the traditional box shape can be better acous¬
tically than the rectangle and also serve the purpose of variable
group airrangements to advantage.
Triangulated shapes work effectively together In combinations
for large group sections of 40 or more students. When the combined
area Is opened for a televised Instructional course or lecture, one
teacher can speak to or supervise the full complement of students with
ease. Acoustical treatment of the floors by carpeting Is a major step
toward reducing the distracting sounds that originate In the area
through the movement of furniture, dropping of books and pencils, etc.
Soft floor coverings along with furnishings, color and Irregular room
shape work together to break from Institutional visual effects.^
^Charles F. Schuller, "Schoolhouse Planning," The Nation’s
Schools. LXVII, No. 2 (Febmairy, 1961), pp. 97-99.
Chapman, op. clt.. p. 69.
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Summary of Related Llterature»—The summary of the related
literature pertinent to the problem of this research led to the selec¬
tion and generalization of the more significant and abstracted state¬
ments below;
1* The changing concepts of education have made necessary a
change in school architecture^ furniture, and equipment* The
type of activity which is to be carried on in a classroom must
be taken into conisderatlon in the building of that room.
2. The spread of the realization of the connection between
democracy and education, as presented by John Dewey and
others, is perhaps the most interesting and significant phase
of present educational tendencies*
3* The school must become a place where teachers and children
live, work, and learn together through the process of Joint
participation in the Improvement of human relationships and
in the acceptance and discharge of the responsibilities which
accme in the total life of the school* Democracy cannot be
taught by traditional teaching methods; it can only be
"learned about"—its problems studied. It is a way of living
together that one participates in, experiences, feels, and
acquires* When the school's puri>ose is the Improvement of
American life, the school becomes a place for the practice
of democracy* It becomes a place where participation of all
pupils in the life of the school is a measure of the quality
and effectiveness of the school's program*
4. In the old concept of education the student acquired knowledge
from textbooks* In the new concept of education children
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learn through experiences. They have many contacts with life.
They better and better foresee consequences and they more and
more act according to the consequences.
5. Real experiences call for space. In the traditional school
space was very much limited. Into a classroom 31 by 26 feet
were crammed 56 pupll8~less than 15 square feet per child.
6. In the modem school it is difficult to state minimum^
desirable^ and maximum standards that will be equally valid
for all situations. However, for the elementary school class¬
room, 40 or 50 square feet per pupil should not be considered
unreasonable. For a class mimbering 25 students, this would
provide a room of approximately 1000 to 1250 square feet.
7. Since educational programs and teaching methods undergo funda¬
mental changes during the life of a building, it is essential
that school plant planners consider maximum adaptability.
8. The educational activities of today's children and youth are
sheltered with grace, developed through participation, en¬
livened with beauty and appreciation, and created with
enthusiasm when housed in present-day buildings.
9. Although the Modem period in architecture began with the mid-
eighteenth century there have come revivals imitative of the
early Roman, Greek, and Gothic styles with too few attempts
to synchronize architectural style and stmctural function.10.The contemporary period finds stmctures deriving their form
from the placement of the elements which are devoted to aca¬
demic, laboratory, or administrative purposes. Interest is
derived from a flow of lines and the relation of masses rather
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than from bilateral conformity: from texture and color rather
than from massive and extensive ornamentation*
11* The "humanistic approach" or In the case of school buildings,
the "pupil approach" Insists that school planners should begin
with a clear and scientifically accurate realization of the
actual physical and emotional needs of the pupil, and should
never In any phase of planning compromise In meeting those
needs* This is the Intended meaning of "humanistic*" But
this approach Insists also that the needs are to be met for
the purpose of helping the pupil to perform at peak efficiency
In a school designed to function as a positive and flexible
aid In the educational process as the best contemporary
thought conceives that process. The school is a building
for learning; comfort Is the bride of fvmctlon.
12* School buildings today are designed In many and varied shapes*
Infinite variations In shape can be found but most will fall
within the following categories: rectangular, curvilinear,
letter-shape, finger-shape, and circular.
13. In the decades ahead. Increased attention will be given to
the early identification of children's special needs* This
requires specialized facilities*
14* The term "low cost" has a limited meaning, referring only to
the relative price of the plant* The term "economical," on
the other hand. Is much broader and refers to the management
of the means and resources of a community with a view of pro¬
ductiveness and avoidance of waste In both the pl2mnlng and
the operation of a school plant*
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15. New thoughts and new experiments have called for larger groups
In larger rooms with more than one teacher. There Is still
need for larger spaces where mass communication media can deal
with subjects that lend themselves to mass media treatment*
There Is a further need for many more small Isolated rooms and
off-the-beaten track areas^ especially shaped and conditioned
(by color, equipment, acoustics, and lighting) for Individual
pursuits, tutoring, advising, and testing.
CHAJTER II
FRESEmilON AND ANALYSIS OE DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data«—The presentation^
analysis, and treatment of the data of this study of the problem of
significant departures In School Building structures and facilities
are presented In this chapter. Ihe sources of the data have been
books, periodicals, and reports of School Architects, School Boards,
and Dalverslty Researchers. Further, the presentation of the data
has been organized within the following categories! (a) data on
descriptions and Illustrations of the Traditional-type School Facili¬
ties; (b) data on descriptions and Illustrations of Modem School
Plant Facilities; (c) data on Modem Departures In the Design of
School Plant Facilities and Arrangements; (d) data on Building Designs
with reference to the Team Teaching Procedure; and (e) data on Build¬
ing Facilities with reference to the Television Programming.
The data on the five (5) areas of School Plant Architectural
Designs Identified for the purposes of this research are Illustrated
through a series of forty-four (44) photographs of floor plans and/or
classroom arrangements distributed throughout Chapter II and five (5)
additional photographs placed In the Appendix. These photographs are
pertinent to the five areas as follows:
1. Traditional School Facilities—Photographs 1-8
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2. Modern School Plant Facilities—Photographs 9-25
3. Departxires in School Plant Design and Organization-
Photographs 26-AO
A. Design for Team Teaching—Photograph A1
5* Design for Television—Photographs A2-AA
Supplementary School Building plans that are not Included in
the body of Chapter II will be found in the Appendix.
Traditional-Type School Plants
The Traditional-type School Building Plant derived its name
from the meaning of the word tradition. The Quincy Grammar School
built in Boston in 18A8 was such a vast improvement over the one-room
schoolhouse. It was thought by many to represent such an advancement
that little improvement would ever be made on it. Thus it became the
custom, practice, or tradition to build schools in this general style
for the next fifty years.
At this point eight pictures and/or drawings (photographs 1-8)
are presented. Terse descriptions of each give the overall physical
features of the typical plant facilities for the "traditional school."
1. Photograph 1 shows the Quincy Grammar School, a plain faced
structure of four floors. It is to be noted that the tradi¬
tional school-structure was usxially of two or more floors.
Oftentimes, the various school-levels (primairy, intermediate,
and grammar) were assigned to specifically segregated floors.
For Instance, all of the primary grades would be on the first
floor, the intermediate grades on the second floor, and the
grammar grades on the third floor. In a combination elementary
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Figure 1, Quincy Grammar School, Boston, Mass., I8I4.7
Figure 2, Berkely School, New York City, I870
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and high school, the elementary division would be assigned the
first floor and the high school occupied the second floor.
2. Photograph 2, The Berkeley School, New York City, an ornate
structure of four floors.
3. Photograph 3, Twelfth Ward Grammar School, New York City, a
five floor structure, with gables and dormer rooms, and
spires. These latter features were typical of the classical-
style of school buildings and college buildings in the earlier
years.
4. Photograph 4, the famed Public School 95, New York City,
Illustrates the breaking away from the classic of Gothic
architectural style to the Boman style with massive and solid
appearance. It is to be noted that the ornate arched windows
and doors, the gables, and spires have disappeared. This
structure is the immediate forerunner of our more modem
structures of one or two-storied buildings.
5* Photograph 5, a floor plan of the Quincy School, New York City,
Illustrates the traditional-type rectangular classroom. All
classrooms in the school are of the same dimensions, the same
number of rows of seats and desks. If you saw one classroom,
you would have seen, to all intents and purpose, all of them.
6. Photograph 6, a floor plan of a two-story school building with
eight classrooms (four on each floor), a principalis office, an
auditorium, and service rooms. Here, note that the classrooms
are all rectangular and of the same dimensions.
7. Photograph 7 is a picture of a classroom of pupils in the
traditional setting, with the teacher in the front of the
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Figure 3« Twelfth Ward Grammar School, New York City, 1895
Figure Public School 95* New York City, 1930
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Figure 5. First Floor Plan, Quincy Grammar School
Figure 6, Floor Plan, An 8 room Traditional school
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Figure 7« A Traditional classroom
Figure 8, Classroom, Scribner Public School, Nebraska
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room and the pupils all seated In erect posture,
8* Photograph 8 shows a typical traditional classroom^ with a
small group of pupils at the blackboard and the others in
their respective seats,
A siunmary review of these pictures and drawings which are
illustrative of the "traditional—type" school indicates the sameness
of physical structure, without provision for any flexibility in the
seating arrangement nor for ease of pupil mobility about the classroom.
Modem School Plant Facilities
The classroom is the most significant facility of the school.
Modem classrooms are comfortable, attractive, well lighted and venti¬
lated, with space and facilities to encourage children to engage in
meaningful and varied learning experiences.
Illustrative Materials,—-At this point 17 photographs
(photographs 9-25) are presented to Illustrate the following facili¬
ties: the classroom, indoor and outdoor play facilities; plumbing,
lighting, and heating facilities; facilities for cafeteria, auditorium,
library, and student center; facilities for special education, health,
and guidance. Other facilities inlcude principal's office, teachers*
workroom and lounge,
1, Photograph 9, Blythe Park School, Riverside, Illinois,
Illustrates modem trends in the internal classroom facilities
and arrangements, such as: (a) abundance of fluorescent
lighting, (b) the draw-type window shades, (c) study and work
tables Instead of regulation desks, and (d) and adjacent work¬
room, with glass panel to provide for teacher control of both
the classrocmi and work areas
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Figure 10. Top-Heathcote School, Scarsdale, New York
Bottom-Washington School, Evanston, Ill.-Indoor Play
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2« Photograph 10, Heathcote School, Scarsdale, New York and
Washington School, Evanston, Illinois, Illustrate indoor play
equipment* The equipment is scaled to a child^s size. Large
blocks are easy to handle for "building." A generous view of
nature is provided by the wall of windows. Although the child
is inside he does not have the "closed in" feeling. The
quantity and the variety of play materials enable each child
to participate according to his own individual interest. These
play areas provide space of about 60 square feet per child.
There is space to move freely, to permit group and individual
activities. There are play materials to provide for the
development of skilfulness in handling small objects; materi¬
als to develop the large muscles* There are materials to pro¬
vide for imagination and creativity. The spacious bright roOTos
are equipped with facilities for Indoor play when low tempera¬
tures prevent outdoor activities.
3. Photograph 11 illustrates outdoor play area. Elementary School,
Englewood, Florida. This outside play area is adjacent to the
classroom, a desirable feature for elementary children. Space
and equipment are provided with the protective shade of trees.
4* Photograph 12 is a play room, Blythe Park School, Riverside,
Illinois. Artificial and natural lighting combine to give
adequate lighting for play activities. There is room to play
and room to watch. Room is also provided to store equipment.
The wall of windows provides an open. Invigorating atmosphere.
The glass walls also add a feeling of infinite space to the
limited number of square feet the room encloses. Arched
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Figure 12. Play Room, Blythe Park School, Riverside, Ill.
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tresses are used to gain a high celling without a sense of
oppression*
5. Photograph 13, plumbing facilities, Tokeneke Elementary School,
Darien, Connecticut. Plumbing facilities In schools borrow
both from Industrial Installations and from new design trends
In houses. Adjacent to the classroc»n Is this "three passenger"
bathroom which partitions oS the drink fountain and washing
facilities from the toilet. Both may be used with privacy
simultaneously. They adjoin the classroom and can be easily
supervised by the teacher.
6. Photograph 14, Memorial School, Manchester, Massachusetts,
Illustrates facilities for heating, lighting, and ventilation.
Floors are radiant heated slabs. The school has a central
ventilating system with Individual room controls.
Lighting Is from two sources—electricity and daylight. A
cross section of windows In the roof with Interior and exterior
baffles to check glare were developed from precision day-
llghtlng studies.
7. Photograph 15, Ralph Smith School, Hyde Park, New York,
Illustrates cafeteria facilities. The area for preparing and
serving food leads directly Into the dining area. The space
Is large enough to allow the Informal grouping of tables and
chairs. Dining with his classmates, the student develops
socially, learns that manners and consideration can be more
than mere artificial rules. Thus, the school cafeteria can
create an atmosphere that encourages relaxed—but reasonably
well-mannered—conduct
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Figure ll^.. Memorial Elementary School, Manchester, Mass
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Figure l5. Cafeteria, Ralph Smith School, Hyde Park, N, Y,
Figure l6. Greenwood High School, Blue Island, Ill
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8. Photograph 16, Greenwood High School, Blue Island, Illinois,
illustrates the school auditorium. This place has a dignity
and an uplifting quality. It is designed for focusing of
attention, for an atmosphere which can be controlled and
chosen. Still, it has not lost the intimate quality which
serves to bring audience and performers closer together.
Thus, completely artlfical lighting, warm friendly materials
plus cooler colors, and seats that curve around the stage help
the audience identify itself with the action. The audience
also inter-acts on Itself, because there are no barriers within
the audience or between the audience and performers.
9. Photograph 17, Consolidated High School, Barrington, Illinois,
Illustrates the school library. This well designed library
makes reading a pleasant enriching experience. It is quiet,
but not stifling. It is relaxed, but not sleepy. Spaces are
provided for both individual concentrated study, and informal,
relaxed group reading. Intimate groupings and furniture
scaled to its users enhance the friendly mood of this library.10.Photograph 18, Norman High School, Norman, Oklahoma, illus¬
trates the student center. Here spaces are combined for a
lounge and facilities for producing student publications, such
as a weekly or semi-monthly newspaper, a yearbook, and special
magazines. Such a center also Includes equipment for preparing
and serving refreshments. The studentcenter provides space for
student activities which are a vital part of the program in many
secondary schools.
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Figure 17. Consolidated High School, Barrington, Ill.
Figure l8. Student Center, Norman High School, Norman, Okla.
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11. Photograph 19, Starr King School, Sacramento, California,
Illustrates special needs of children. In the top scene a
teacher Instructs a group of hard of hearing children. The
room Is specially equipped with audiometer, audlphones, and
other machines to aid the teacher and the class In meeting
the special needs of these children.
In the middle picture we see a specially planned and equipped
classroom for the physically handicapped children. Note the
specially designed table with an adjustable leg rest. The
attachment at the bottom of the legs of the chair prevent It
from sliding or tipping when the child sits. The extra wide
pedals on the tricycle have straps attached to keep the
child's feet In place. These give him confidence and aid
him In his particular handicap.
In the bottom photograph Is pictured another classroom for the
physically handicapped. These children are confined to wheel
chairs. Desks are specially designed to enable the children
to roll the chairs right up to the desk. The school Is of a
modified campus design. An attempt was made for Integration.
Handicapped children take regular classroom Instruction In
some subjects and use the multi-purpose room and library
jointly with the other students.
12. Photograph 20, North Haven High School, North Haven,
Connecticut, shows one room of the health suite. The school
health suite has a cheerful and Informal atmosphere. It sug¬
gests health rather than sickness. The walls are attractively
painted. The floor covering Is of a material which is easily
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Figure 19. Special Needs, Starr King School, Sacramento
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Figure 20, North Haven High School, North Haven, Conn,
Pigiire 21. Guidance, Natick High School, Natick, Mass
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cleaned and is not slippery. The room pictured here is the
nurse's office and opens into the examination room. Typical
equipment Include a couch^ Instrvunent and dressing table^ a
non-spring platform type scale with measuring device^ paper
towel and cup dispensers, sanitary disposal can, desk, extra
chairs, first-aid cabinet, blankets, sheets, pillows, and
washable mattress covers*
13. Photograph 21 shows the Guidance Office at Natick High School,
Natick, Massachusetts. Physical facilities for the guidance
program Include private interviewing rooms, individual clinic-
testing and group-testing facilities, occupational information
files, clerical facilities, special social rooms, and recep¬
tion rooms. The guidance office is located near the central
office, and is easily accessible to pupils, staff, adminis¬
trators, and persons visiting for consultation. The suite has
the usual office equipment, such as desks, chairs, tables,
files, storage space, display boards, bookshelves, and
telephones.
14* In photograph 22, Paige School, Schenectady, New York, is
Illustrated a principal's office. This office expresses the
friendly, guiding authority that at once controls and assists
the student. Yisual control is maintained from the office.
The office is related to, and made an evident part of, the
school's life by partitions you can see through. Comfortable
furniture and attractive decorative scheme make this an
inviting place.
15. In photograph 23, Abington High School, Ablngton, Peimsylvania,
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Figure 22, Paige School, Office, Schenectady, N, Y,
Figure 23, Conference, Abington High School, Abington, Pa,
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Is Illustrated a conference room. Since conference rooms are
used for various types of meetings and for various sizes of
small groups^ the room Is flexible. The location of the room
Is convenient to the principal's office. The entrance Is such
that conferees and committee members who use the room during
school hours will not disturb the usual school procedures.
The room Is equipped with tables and comfortable chalrsj^ book-
shelveSj chalkboards, bulletin boards, and display mounts.
16. Photograph 24, Tucson High School, Tucson, Arizona, lllus*-
trates a work room for teachers. This workroom Is adjacent
to the administrative offices. There Is also an entrance from
the corridor. The room Is spacious and well lighted and Is
equipped with tables, chairs, typewriters, duplicating
machines, paper cutter, bookshelves, and storage space.
17. Photograph 25, North Haven High School, North Haven,
Connecticut, shows a teachers* lounge. The teachers' lounge
Is a place where teachers go for relaxation, resting, and
socializing. It Is usually located away from administrative
offices, situated In a classroom wing convenient to teachers.
This one Is equipped with attractive and functional furniture,
such as a couch, comfortable chairs, lamps, and magazine racks.
Appropriate pictures, and window curtains give the suite a
homelike atmosphere.
A summary review of these pictures which are Illustrative of
the facilities of the modem school Indicates that In Its flexible
program the modem school provides for various types of activities.
Such a departure from the formal recitation of the traditional school
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Figure 2lf. Workroom, Tucson High School, Tucson, Ariz.
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Is made possible by space, movable furniture, study and work tables,
and other materials and equipment. Indoor and outdoor play equipment
provided an opportunity for relaxation and the development of the body
as well as the mind. Appropriate plumbing, heating, and lighting
facilities, along with well equipped cafeterias and health suites
Indicate that the modem school Is Interested In the health of the
Individual. Auditoriums provide meeting places for the enjoyment of
such fine arts as music and drama. Student centers give youth an
opportunity to relax, play games, or publish a school newspaper or
magazine. Personnel In guidance, counselling, and testing further
administer to the needs of pupils. Some schools have ramps for wheel
chairs, and classrooms with special furniture and equipment to meet
the special needs of the mentally retarded and the physically handi¬
capped children. In an effort to produce more efficient semlce the
modem school has shown further departures In such facilities as
principalis office, conference rooms, teachers* workroom and lounge.
Departures In School Plant Design and Organization
A series of photographs (photographs 26-28) and descriptions
are presented to Illustrate homeroom organization, departmental
organization, and cluster organization. Figures 26, 27, and 28 Illus¬
trate home room organization. In this type of organization pupils
assemble, study, live, and learn In the room with occasional visits
to the auditorium, gymnasium, or special rooms for specialized learn¬
ing activities. This type of unit places emphasis on flexibility of
the classroom so that It may meet the varying needs of the program.
This emphasis points toward larger rooms, giving more space for varied
activities.
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1. In photograph 26 the pupils have space and materials needed
to engage In the varied activities for producing a play.
Movable chairs and work tables have been arranged to provide
space for those who prefer to work on the floor. Large cabi¬
nets provide storage space for materials that are easily
accessible to the pupils.
2. In photograph 27 a section of the regular classroom has been
partitioned off for art work. The glass partitions enable
the teacher to supervise this area from the classroom. Large
open shelves for materials are within easy reach of the pupils.
There Is space to work and space for display. Color and
lighting make this a friendly place In which to work.
3. Photograph 28 Illustrates the flexibility of the classroom In
meeting the various needs of the program. While other members
of the class are engaged In various activities this group of
children prepare to set up a terrarltim.
Departmental organization Is typical of the secondary school.
(Some elementary schools are departmentalized beginning with the fifth
grade.) In this type of organization the pupils move from room to
room throughout the school day. The emphasis Is on the specialized
nature of each classroom. For example, science laboratories are
designed as places In which science can best be taught and learned
without regard to suitability for history or mechanical drawing. In
departmental organization, a single building may provide for flexi¬
bility of program through the provision of a variety of types of rooms
rather than flexibility within the room, as Is the case In the home
room organization. Photographs 29, 30, and 31 are Illustrative of
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Figure 26, Home Room, Westwood School, Woodstock, Ill,
Figure 27. Home Room, Blythe Park School, Riverside, Ill.
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Fig, 28, Horae Room, Crow Island School, Winnetka, Ill.
Pig, 29. Horae Arts, Norraan High School, Norraan, Okla
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departmental organization.
1. In photographs 29 and 30 we see a trend to separate the
homemaking arts Into sewing sequence and food sequence, each
with Its appropriate facilities and equipment. In photograph
29 note that the area Is arranged In terms of four students to
a unit. This Is a departure from the traditional way In which
there was one large room with no division Into unit spaces.
Work tables have space for movable storage jars and cooking
utensils. When not In use at the tables the jars and utensils
are put away Into larger storage racks and cabinets. A wall
of windows admits natural light to supplement artlflcal
lighting. Walls and floors are made of materials that can
be easily cleaned.
2. In photograph 30 Is shown a class In the home art of sewing.
Large work tables are used for study and the cutting of mate¬
rial. The room Is equipped with several sewing machines and
Is well lighted. Large cabinets provide ample storage space.
In an adjoining area are Ironing boards and Irons for pressing
finished gaments.
3. Photograph 31 Illustrates the shop area. The room Is Ideally
located In terms of floor area and daylight. Room area follows
the standard 50 to 100 square feet per pupil In order to pro¬
vide for mobility of pupils In handling machines and tools.
As a safety measure the power machines are well spaced apart.
There are attractive tool display cases and storage cabinets.
Working areas are freed of all obstacles. There are ample
work tables and ample work space.
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30. Horae Arts^ GLenbrook High School, Northbrook, Ill.
Pig, 31 • Shop, South Jimlor High School, Pittsfield, Mass.
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Cluster organization Is seen in both elementary and secondary
schools, but is more highly developed in the latter. The building
plan which serves a cluster-type organization usually has one or two
central clusters which serve the needs of all pupils, and several
adjoining clusters of special facilities. Each cluster of facilities
is devoted to a common type of program, and pupil movement is more
limited than in departmental organization.
Photograph 32 shows the McPherson High School, McPherson,
Kansas. McPherson’s design began with the separation of the school's
activities into two distinct parts—a hexagonal academic section and a
domed, circular section devoted to physical education, shop, business,
and assembly facilities, i.e. noisy activities.
The heart of the non-academic cluster is a basketball court--
but that is where basketball's influence on the design stops. Instead
of simply enclosing the court in a conventional box and forgetting
about it, the architects have surrounded it with a circular seating
area capable of holding 3,000 people. The center of the court can
thus become a stage or an arena-type theater and can be used for all-
school assemblies or for community meetings.
Around the rim of the circle are vocational shops, gymnasium
locker rooms and offices, business classrooms and mechanical drafting
room, and the kitchen—all of the busier, noisier activities. They are
capable of handling the school's eventual enrollment of 1,500.
McPherson's hexagonal academic cluster is actually a large
hexagon filled with smaller hexagons* There is hardly a wasted right-
angled comer to be found. Corridors take up about half the space they

























Figure 32. McPherson High School, McPherson, Kansas, Domed Circular-Cluster
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Each of the Interior hexagons In this building Is either a
cluster of classrooms surrounding a central Instructional materials
center or In the case of the little theater and the administrative
suite, a special arrangement of space for a special purpose* Each of
the classroom clusters forms the natural habitat of a teaching team
organized around the subject area to vhlch the cluster and Its re¬
source center are devoted. And each cluster provides office space
for Its team*
A summary review of these pictures which are Illustrative of
the organization of the modem school Indicates that In the modem
school there now exists three types of organization* In the home
rom organization most of the time Is spent In the classroom with
emphasis on the flexibility of the classroom so that It may meet the
varying needs of the program. In the departmental organization empha¬
sis Is on the specialized nature of each classroom such as the science
laboratoiry, the home arts department, and the Industrial arts depart¬
ment. The building plan which serves the cluster-type organization
usually has one or two central clusters which serve the needs of all
pupils, and several adjoining clusters of special facilities* Each
cluster Is devoted to a common type of program, and pupil movement Is
more limited than In the departmental organization.
Departures In Architectural Design.—School buildings today
are designed In many and varied shapes* Infinite variations In shape
can be foimd but most will fall within the following categorlesi
rectangular, curvilinear, letter shape, finger shape, and circular.
A series of floor plans and school buildings (photographs 33-40) are
presented to Illustrate departures In architectural design*
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1. Photograph 33 Illustrates the floor plan of a rectangular
school, Georgetown Elementary School, Georgetown, Texas«
Buildings of this general shape usually have a central corri¬
dor with classrooms on each side and a playroom or gymnasium
at the end. It Is a popular shape for elementary schools. A
more recent arrangement known as the core plan employs a cen¬
tral utility core between the rows of classrooms Instead of a
simple corridor. This core space serves as a physical educa¬
tion and play area, as well as a traffic route for Interior
movement of students. Daylight Is Introduced Into this cen¬
tral area through the roof. In mild climates the core space
may be designed as a court with a connecting passage at either
end, thus producing a hollow rectangle. A variant of this
theme, the "loft" plan, features open floor classroom space
which can be divided In various ways by use of movable
partitions*
2. Photograph 34 Illustrates the curvilinear design, Edgebrook
School, McHenry, Illinois. The curvilinear design eliminates
most angels and Is characterized by broad, sweeping exterior
lines. This shape Is sometimes adapted to fit the building to
the shape and contours of the site. This applies especially
where the site Is small or at least that portion of the site
suitable for the location of the building Is somewhat limited.
3. Photograph 35 shows the floor plan for a Y-shaped school at
Jamestown, New York. The term "letter shape" Is applied to
buildings whose exterior lines are comparable to letters of
the alphabet. The most common letter shapes are probably T, H,
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33. Rectangular, Georgetovm School, Georgetovm, Texs8
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Pig* 36* Finger-shape Design, Grand Island, Nebraska
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and L. In addition, we find U-shaped buildings which may be
referred to as curvilinear and E-shaped structures which are
sometimes known as finger-shaped. Most letter-shaped units,
partially or completely, enclose one or more courts.
4. Photograph 36 illustrates the finger-shape design. Grand
Island, Nebraska, High School. The finger-shape building
has lines rougly comparable to that of the outstretched hand.
The palm of the hand represents the area housing comnK>n facil¬
ities and the fingers represent extensions containing class¬
rooms, shop units, and so on. These extensions may have a
central corridor with rooms on both sides, or they may consist
of a row of rooms with a side corridor.
5. Photograph 37 illustrates the circular design, Selalre Elemen¬
tary School, San Angelo, Texas. This circular school is com¬
pact, built around a central multi-purpose room. The wedge-
shaped classrooms and service rooms radiate from the multi¬
purpose area. Operable walls can be moved back and the
classrooms and the multi-purpose room can be transformed
into an auditorium.
6. Photograph 38, Ralph R. Smith School, Hyde Park, New York,
Illustrates the following departures in architectural and
ground design: (a) the overhanging canopy which runs the
entire length of the wall and designed to eliminate or mini¬
mize the effects of direct sun-glare, (b) the front and rear
exit-doors to the classroomj the inner grassed court which
provides classroom space for outdoor activities; and the win¬
dow with fixed bottom-panel and angled-opening upper panel.
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Figure 37. Circular, Belaire School, San Angelo, Texas
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Figure 38* Ralph R, Smith School, Hyde Park, New York
Figure 39. Central School, Pocantico Hills, New York
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7. Photograph 39, Central School, Pocantico Hills, New York, a
two-story L-type building, illustrates the trend of architec¬
ture where space (acreage) is not unduly limited because of
property-cost. In the more recent years, the trend (where
space is not prohibitive) has been to erect school plants of
one-story design. This type building usually provides wider
corridors, fewer blind corners, and ease of entrance to and
exit from the building.
8. Photograph 40, Hoover School, Neenah, Wisconsin, illustrates
the utilization of outside corridors with built-in seating
for non-class assembly of pupils. Many of the modem school
buildings are artistically provided with attractive seating
in corridors and courts.
A summary review of these pictures which are illustrative of
departures in school plant design Indicates that two departures in
architectural design stand out here: (a) departure from the rectan¬
gular-type building unit to the hexagonal or octagonal cluster type
and the circular dome shaped school building stmctures; and (b)
departure from Isolated areas for subjects to internal core-areas for
subject-matter and activity programs. This departure is rapidly
becoming the advanced trend in school building stmctures.
Design with Reference to the Team Teaching Procedure
In recent years some schools have initiated team teaching pro¬
grams. These programs all require school space that provides several
fundamental things:
The space must be able to accommodate groups of various
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Figure ij-O, Hoover School, Neenah, Wisconsin
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sizes, anywhere from 100 students down to one or two children studying
by themselves.
The space must allow the rapid shifting of group sizes and the
rapid changing of the participants of any group.
The space should Include a place in which teachers can meet
and work privately, and hopefully a workroom for the preparation of
special instructional material.
Photograph 41, Sierra Vista School, Covina, California, illus¬
trates a school designed for team teaching. At Sierra Vista the
classrooms are in two circular buildings. Each of these houses 10
teachers in 5 teams and 250 students.
Fart of each circle, but a little separate from the class
spaces, is the teacher headquarter area. This is where the teacher
aide works and where the teachers have their desks, workroom, profes¬
sional library, group conference area, lounge, and lavatories.
Even more important than the teacher headquarters is the
physical setting for the two-teacher team—two neighboring classrooms
for 70 students. This unusually shaped duplex is eminently suitable
to the purpose at hand. It is possible to join or separate the two
rooms by means of a sliding partition.
When the partition is slid back into the wall, the two rocnns
become one, and two classes can be brought together or arranged in
whatever grouping the teachers desire.
In addition to the large sliding partitions, there are hinged
panels in a comer of each classroom which can be swung out to form
a separate nook for small groups or Individual study.
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Figure l\l. Sierra Vista School, Covina, California
A design for Team Teaching
(wiMaisittiwcrv
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Each room is equipped with wiring and television conduits to
permit flexibility in the placement of portable television receivers
on movable stands. Each of the rooms is connected to the rest of the
school via a two-way intercom system.
In the core of each of the circular buildings is a central
court^ or outdoor assembly and activities area^ which is landscaped
and has a platform so that it can be used for open-air classes or
assemblies.
The library and instructional resource center building are
between the two academic buildings. This building has two reading
rooms, a seminar room, and spaces for individual study and research.
It houses not only books, but tape recordings, magazines, and other
instructional material.
The library-resource center opens onto an outdoor student
assembly court where plays can be presented and community assemblies
held.
Directly north of the library-resource center a special
building is planned to provide additional space for the academic program.
This building can be used as one large space, or it can be
divided by a complex system of sliding partitions into two, three, or
four rooms as necessary. Thus it will be capable of handling groups
of 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, or 105 students for everything from
seminars to large lectures*
Another building located almost directly between the two
academic circles is devoted to administration, mechanical facilities,
kitchens, and health. It contains a large central space which is used
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as a cafeteria and also as a place for large group Instruction and
Indoor assemblies.
This central space is equipped with a folding platform. The
rear wall of the building is a large, glass sliding door leading out
to a covered area where people can sit and still see into the assembly
space. For outdoor gatherings this, covered space will become the
stage, and the audience will sit in an assembly area just beyond it.
The Sierra Vista design also includes a building with indus¬
trial and fine arts, domestic science, and small group instruction
spaces, and a building devoted to physical education. There is, too,
a music-drama-speech building which will double as a little theater,
seating from 75 to 100 people.
Building Facilities with Reference to
Television Programming
Television in education has a significant if short history.
It has already become a part of the teaching program in schools and
colleges across the United States.
Large group spaces divided by folding room dividers are sug¬
gested for large group instruction, televised instruction with multiple
receivers and other team teaching techniques. Classrooms and spaces
that break from the traditional box shape can be better acoustically
than the rectangle and also serve the purpose of variable group arrange¬
ments to advantage.
A series of sketches (photographs 42-44) are presented to
Illustrate space for groups of various sizes.
1. Photograph 42 Illustrates class space for a seminar group of
2 to 6 students. Small seminar size spaces are scaled for
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Pig, I).2. Television spaces to be expanded and contracted
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small group projects; discussion; individual study and team
activity; enrichment television programs for fast learners;
repeat television classes for slow learners or make-up
sessions. Space is informal, non-lnstitutlonal, a "study"
atmosphere. As shown here, the total area can be expanded
and contracted by adjustment of space dividers and partial
acoustic drapery to baffle sound between study and discussion
groups.
2. Photograph 43 Illustrates class space for a group of 25 to 35
students. Classrooms and spaces that break from the tradi¬
tional box shape can l>e better acoustically than the rectangle
and also serve the purpose of variable group arrangements to
advantage. Whether for a smaller seminar space or a classroom
group of 25 to 35 students as shown in the sketches, the tri¬
angular space can effectively employ space dividers for reading
and reference areas. The teacher's center is at the natural
point of focus where television and projection screen are also
located within the 90° arc of the student's viewing angle.
3. Photograph 44 illustrates class space for a group of 100 to
200 students. Clusters of classroom units can allow for
varying group sizes of 30-60-90-120-150-etc. The sketches
illustrate two types of operable partltions~ceiling-to-floor
and wainscot-height. The latter partition, beginning at desk
height, recognizes the fact that clear sight lines and passage
of sound are often all that is necessary to allow two learning
groups to function as one—physical access from one area to
another need not be accomplished through the opening.
 
Figure 1|4, Cluster of spaces for television allow for various group sizes
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Permanent sections of the dividing wall can provide storage
as well as an effective acoustic seal device when the parti¬
tion is closed.
A summary review of these pictures, illustrative of school
building design with reference to team teaching and educational tele¬
vision, indicates that both programs require spaces that break from
the traditional box shape* There is also a need for spaces to accom¬
modate groups varying in sizes from 2 to 6 through 100 to 200 students.
It is also indicated that operable partitions can provide spaces of
varying sizes.
Interpretative Summary.—At this point a general interpreta¬
tive summai^ of this chapter as derived from the discussions and
illustrations presented throughout the chapter is characterized below
in separate significant statements.
1. Traditional School Plant Facillties~The pictures and drawings
which are illustrative of the "traditional-type" school indi¬
cate the sameness of physical structure, without provision for
any flexibility in the seating arrangement nor for ease of
pupil mobility about the classroom*
2* Modem School Plant Facilities—The pictures which are illus¬
trative of the facilities of the modem school Indicate that
in its flexible program the modem school provides for various
types of learning experiences. Such a departure from the "sit
and learn" and "stand and recite" procedure of the traditional
school is made possible by space, movable furniture, study and
work tables, and other materials and equipment. Included
further are facilities for: (a) play and relaxation.
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(b) appropriate plumbing, heating, and lighting, (c) well
equipped cafeteria, (d) health suite, (e) auditorium, (f)
student center, (g) guidance, counselling, and testing,
(h) special needs of the mentally retarded and the physically
handicapped, (1) principal’s office, (j) conference rooms,
(k) teachers’ workroom, and (1) teachers’ loimge.
3, Departures in School Plant Design and Organization—The pic¬
tures which are Illustrative of the organization of the modem
school indicate that In the modem school there now exists
three types of organization* In the home room organization
most of the time is spent in the classroom with emphasis on
the flexibility of the classroom so that it may meet the vary¬
ing needs of the program* In the departmental organization
emphasis is on the specialized nature of each classroom such
as the science laboratory, the home arts department, and the
industrial arts department* A more recent organization is
the cluster-type organization* In this type of organization
one or two central clusters serve the needs of all pupils, and
several adjoining clusters of special facilities. Each clus¬
ter is devoted to a common type of program, and pupil movement
is more limited than in the departmental organization*
The pictures which are illustrative of departures in school
plant design indicate two outstanding departures in architec¬
tural design! (a) departure from the rectangular-type build¬
ing unit to the hexagonal or octagonal cluster type and the
circular dome shaped school building structures} and (b) de¬
parture from isolated areas for subjects to internal core-areas
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for subject-matter and activity programs* This departure is
rapidly becoming the advanced trend in school building struc¬
tures.
4. Design for Team Teaching—The picture which is illustrative
of schools designed for team teaching Indicates that spaces
are required to accommodate groups of varying sizes^ anywhere
from 100 students down to one or two children studying by
themselves* Spaces should also Include a place where teachers
can meet and work privately, and a workroom for the preparation
of special Instructional materials.
5. Design for Television—The pictures which are illustrative of
spaces for television in education indicate that classrooms
and spaces that break from the traditional box shape can be
better acoustically than the rectangle and also serve the
purpose of variable group arrangements to advantage.
An overall view indicates that the modem school has departed
from the ornamental temple-like structures that were charac¬
teristic of the traditional school. Today's schools are
designed to be friendly, beautiful, and functional.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Rationale,—More than a quarter of a century ago Martin J,
Stormzand and Jane W. McKee called attention to the unnatural and
formal atmosphere of the traditional classroom. This environment was
so severely different from the free and natural one of the child's
home. With the changing concept of education, as applied to the
training of children, came a change In method which has made neces¬
sary a change In school architecture. The time has arrived when
those who hold the destiny of school planning and building In their
power must he educators In the fullest sense of the word.^
The Committee on School Plant Research was organized as one
of the standing committees of the American Council on Education In
1937 to promote research In the elementary and secondary school
building field and to disseminate these research findings. In 1947
the membership of the committee was enlarged to Include representa¬
tives from the college and university fields and Its name was changed
to the "Committee on Educational Buildings and Equipment."
During the past decade America was faced with the greatest
educational plant program In the history of the nation. The
^Martin J. Stormzand and Jane W. McKee, The Progressive
Primary Teacher (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1928), p. 19.
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acciunulated backlog of needed construction and modernization was
estimated at over ten billion dollars* The changing educational
pattern constituted a challenge to those responsible for planning
long-range plant programs and launching building projects.
The Committee on Educational Buildings and Equipment of the
American Council on Education believes that the coordinated efforts
of school boards^ college boards, other public bodies, educators,
architects, and citizens' groups will make it possible to avoid the
repetition of many of the mistakes of the past, and will result In
common benefits to those who use and those who pay for educational
plant facilities.
American education must fulfill the needs of the people In a
democracy. Curricular revision forms the basis for planning the edu¬
cational plant program. The plant planner, therefore, must be a
student of educational philosophy if the school plant is to function
as an educational tool.
It Is the educators' function, through cooperative planning,
to define the design problem for the architects. Even architects who
specialize In educational buildings cannot be expected to keep up with
program and method trends In education. Much of the poor planning of
the past has been the fault of boards and educators rather than of
architects,^
In the Interest of those for whom the schools are built It Is
realized that the change in the structure of school-building plants
^Committee on Educational Buildings and Equipment, "Things to
Consider in Planning Educational Plants," American Council on Educa¬
tion Studies. XII, No. 4 (August, 1948), p. 7.
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was not the result of a random selection of building plans* Those who
formulate principles of learning} those who study the nature of the
child; and those who choose the role of teacher are In agreement that
the traditional school did not provide the best environment for
learning.
Evolution of the Problem.-*-Thl8 problem has developed as the
result of an awareness among educators that the Traditional School
Plant as a tool of education did not provide the proper environment
for the learner. As a parent and as a teacher the writer has a pro¬
found Interest In schools where children live, work, play, and grow.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem Involved In this study
was: (1) to determine the ways In which the Modern School Plant has
departed In architectural design from that of the Traditional School
Plant; and (2) to Identify the reasons for the changes*
Purposes of the Study.—The major purposes of this research
were: (1) to Identify the new-type architecture; (2) to ascertain the
ways In which the new-t}^?® structures depart from the architectural
design of the "old" or Traditional School Plant design; and (3) the
problem was concerned with ldentlfylng~as may be possible—the educa¬
tional theories which have promoted these changes In design. More
specifically, the purposes of this research are characterized In the
separate statements below.
1. To Identify the types of architectural designs which have been
planned for modern-type school buildings.
. To determine the extent to which the new designs In school
buildings; new classrooms; and new service areas are departures
2
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from the design of the "Traditional" School Building and its
specific classrooms.
3. To determine what have been the educational theories and/or
practices which have dictated or prompted the specific depar¬
tures in architectural design found in more recently erected
school plants.
4. To formulate whatever Implications, if any, for educational
theory basic to the Planning of School Buildings as may be
Indicated by the findings of this research.
Definition of Terms.—For the purpose of clarity, certain
terms in this study are defined as follows:
1. "School-Building Plant" refers to the building, all the phys¬
ical facilities for operating the plant, the furniture, and
all the eqvilpment to carry on the educational program,
2. "The Traditional School Plant" refers to those schools whose
exterior structures were very much alike. Usually the square
shape was common to all. The seats and desks were screwed to
the floor, the teacher's desk was in the front of the room,
and there was plenty of blackboard space.
Locale and Research Design of the Study.—The most significant
phases of the locale and research design of this study are as follows:
Locale—Because the data for this study was secured as a
result of selecting materials concerning schools located in
forty cities and fourteen states, the locale of this study
was considered as forty cities and fourteen states in the
United States of America.
. Research Method—The Documentary Method and the Descriptive-
Survey Method of research were used in collecting and inter¬
preting the data&r this study.
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3. Materlal8~-The materials for this study were copies of school
buildings, floor plans, and other illustrations concerning
schools located in forty cities and fourteen states in the
United States of America.
4. Instiruments—Letters were sent to publishers of books, period¬
icals, and reports. School Boards, Ibilverslty Researchers, and
School Architects.
5. Procedure—The procedural steps used in conducting this
research were as follows:
a) The related literature pertinent to this study was reviewed,
summarized, and Incorporated in this thesis copy.
b) The data essential for this research were secured from
books, periodicals, reports of School Boards, University
Researchers, and reports of School Architects.
c) The data derived from the various sources were assembled
into appropriate descriptions, copies of buildings, floor
plans, and facilities to show departures in the modern
school building plant.
d) Descriptions were matched with Illustrations to show the
specific departure.
e) The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations
stemming from the analysis and interpretation of the data
were written up and constitute the content of the finished
thesis copy.
Summary of Related Literature.—The summary of the related
literature pertinent to the problem of this research led to the selec¬
tion and generalization of the more significant and abstracted state¬
ments below:
1. The changing concepts of education have made necessary a
change in school architecture, furniture, and equipment. The
type of activity which is to be cazxled on in a classroom must
be taken into consideration in the building of that room.
2. The spread of the realization of the connection between democ¬
racy and education, as presented by John Dewey and others, is
perhaps the most interesting and significant phase of present
educational tendencies.
3. The school must become a place where teachers and children
live, work, and learn together through the process of joint
participation in the Improvement of human relationships and
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In the acceptance and discharge of the responsibilities which
accroe In the total life of the school. Democracy cannot be
taught by traditional teaching methods; It can only be
"learned about"—Its problems studied. It Is a way of living
together that one participates In, experiences, feels, and
acquires. When the school's purpose Is the Improvement of
American life, the school becomes a place for the practice
of democracy. It becomes a place where participation of all
pupils In the life of the school Is a measure of the quality
and effectiveness of the school's program.
4. In the old concept of education the student acquired knowledge
from textbooks. In the new concept of education children
learn through experiences. They have many contacts with life.
They better and better foresee consequences and they more and
more act according to the consequences.
5. Real experiences call for space. In the traditional school
space was very much limited. Into a classroom 31 by 26 feet
were crammed 56 pupils—less than 15 square feet per child.
6. In the modem school It Is difficult to state minimum,
desirable, and maximum standards that will be equally valid
for all situations. However, for the elementary school class¬
room, 40 or 50 square feet per pupil should not be considered
unreasonable. For a class numbering 25 students, this would
provide a room of approximately 1000 to 1250 square feet.
7. Since educational programs and teaching methods undergo funda¬
mental changes during the life of a building. It Is essential
that school plant planners consider maximum adaptability.
8. The educational activities of today's children and youth are
sheltered with grace, developed through participation, enliv¬
ened with beauty and appreciation, and created with enthusiasm
when housed in present-day buildings.
9. Although the Modern period in architecture began with the mid¬
eighteenth century there have come revivals Imitative of the
early Roman, Greek, and Gothic styles with too fev attempts
to synchronize architectural style and structural function.
10. The contemporary period finds structures deriving their form
from the placement of the elements which are devoted to aca¬
demic, laboratory, or administrative purposes. Interest is
derived from a flow of lines and the relation of masses rather
than from bilateral conformity: from texture and color rather
than from massive and extensive ornamentation.
11. Hie "humanistic approach" or in the case of school buildings,
the "pupil approach" Insists that school planners should begin
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with a clear and scientifically accurate realization of the
actual physical and emotional needs of the pupll^,, and should
never In any phase of planning con^romlse In meeting those
needs. This Is the Intended meaning of ’’humanistic." But
this approach Insists also that the needs are to be met for
the purpose of helping the pupil to perform at peak efficiency
In a school designed to function as a positive and flexible
aid In the educational process as the best contemporary
thought conceives that process. The school Is a building
for learning; comfort Is the bride of function.
12. School buildings today are designed In many and varied shapes.
Infinite variations In shape can be found but most will fall
within the following categories: rectangular^ curvilinear,
letter-shape, finger-shape, and circular.
13. In the decades ahead. Increased attention will be given to
the early Identification of children's special needs* This
requires specialized facilities.
14. The term "low cost" has a limited meaning, referring only to
the relative price of the plant. The term "economical," on
the other hand. Is much broader and refers to the management
of the means and resources of a community with a view of pro¬
ductiveness and avoidance of waste In both the planning and
the operation of a school plant.
13. New thoughts and new experiments have called for larger groups
In larger rooms with more than one teacher. There Is still
need for larger spaces where mass communication media can deal
with svibjects that lend themselves to mass media treatment.
There Is a further need for many more small Isolated rooms and
off-the-beaten track areas, especially shaped and conditioned
(by color, equipment, acoustics, and lighting) for Individual
pursuits, tutoring, advising, and testing.
Summary of the Findings.^The basic findings which were re¬
vealed through this research are characterized In the statements to
follow:
1. Modem school building plants show departures In organization,
architectural design, facilities, and school services.
2. Modifiability Is the keynote for modem school plant planning.
3. In the modem school building plants space will be multlpllable
and divisible at will.
4. For meeting the needs of all children, certain school services
and facilities are essential. A partial list of some of the
specialized services which should be a part of a good
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elementary school program might well include speech correction,
psychological testing and treatment, health services, remedial
work, and special classes for low mental ability groups,
physically handicapped and emotionally disturbed children.
5. Some of the newer construction methods for enclosing large,
uninterrupted areas with forms such as domes will be uniquely
suitable to enclosing some of the newer educational techniques
such as team teaching, the non-graded program, and educational
television.
6. Some schools are already providing a variety of instructional
and resource areas for large-group instruction, small-group
discussion and the different kinds of individual study
activities.
7. The physical environment is a decisive factor in a child's
behavior. A child should perceive of space in ways that make
him feel happy, at ease, or, at times, stimulated.
8. The stereotyped notion of school buildings reflected an era of
monumentality. School buildings were once erected as "temples
of leamiing," and were designed in accordance with this concept.
9. Today’s "pupil approach" in school buildings insists that
school plant planners should begin with a clear and scientif¬
ically accurate realization of the actual physical and emo¬
tional needs of the pupil, and should never in any phase of
planning compromise in meeting those needs.10.There is no "modem style" as such. Each new building ideally
is the product of specific solutions to individual problems
peculiar to that building's particular environs, site, function,
budget, and designer. If two new schools are similar in
appearance, they are, or should be so, only because they were
designed to perform similar specific functions in similar
environments under similar sets of circumstances.
Conclusions.—The analysis and Interpretation of the data
would appear to warrant the following conclusions;
1. Modem school buildings are designed in many and varied shapes.
Some of the architectural designs may be described as curvi¬
linear, circular, cluster, campus, dome shaped, and the loft
plan.
2. The Modern school building plant has departed from the
Traditional-Type school building plant in organization, archi¬
tectural design, school facilities, and school services.
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3» There have been many educational alms, theories, concepts,
and practices which have dictated or prompted the specific
departures in architectural design found in more recently
erected school plants* All are significantly important*
Some are listed belowx
a. Children learn through real experiences* Real experiences
call for space* Modem schools are designed with large-
group, small-group, and individual spaces*
b* Education aims to consider the physical and emotional
growth of children as well as their mental growth, and
to afford situations where the life and work of the school
contribute to such* This aim has led to the design of
school plants which provide adequate space and equipment
for work and play and a friendly and beautiful place for
children*
c* Children learn through many avenues* Modern schools are
designed for and equipped with the many audio-visual aids
and materials*
d* Education aims to give paramount consideration to the
health, and comfort of the children* Modem schools are
designed with comfortable classrooms and laboratories with
emphasis on proper lighting and plumbing, adequate heating,
ventilation, and sound conditioning, without sacrificing
any qualities that go to make up a colorful and stimulating
environment.
e. Education alms to give special consideration to handicap¬
ped children for their all-round development* The Modem
school makes provision in the school plant for special
facilities such as sight-saving classrooms, ramps for
children in wheel chairs, and classrooms with special
hearing facilities—^without setting up an obvious
segregation*
f* Education aims to give youth understanding and appreciation
of the way of democracy, and to afford them an opportunity
for practicing this kind of life at school every day* The
Modem school plant is planned to serve democratic activ¬
ities with provisions for meeting places for elected govern¬
mental groups, bulletin boards for local news on govern¬
mental activities in community living, and assend}ly places
for large groups*
g* Education alms to encourage active participation by the
children in most learning situations* The Modem school
has replaced the formal type of classroom characterized
by the "sit and learn" method with the Informal class¬
room designed for the "learn by doing" method.
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h. Education alms to place emphasis not on subject matter
alone^ but on real life situations. The Modem school Is
planned as a youth community^ with not only space to teach
subject material, but also space for social and recrea¬
tional activities.
1» Education alms to recognize the physical development of
school children and make the provisions for It In the
educational program. The Modern school provides health
clinics with necessary storage for records and medical
supplies, and also provides physical education facilities.
J. Education alms to guide older children In developing
salable skills. Modem schools provide facilities In the
secondary schools for developing skills In the trades. In
typing, shorthand, drafting, and the like.
k. Education alms to teach children of all ages an under¬
standing of the significance of the family to the Individ¬
ual and society. Modem schools provide facilities In the
school plants which will encourage families to participate
In school activities (P.T.A.) and to have facilities for
such courses as home making, family living, and marriage
education.
l. Education alms to provide opportunities for understanding
the methods of science, scientific facts, and the Influ¬
ence of science on the world and man. Modem schools
design science laboratories based on conceptions of
teaching much broader than mere demonstration by providing
facilities that will encourage active participation and
exploration by the students; and provide these labora¬
tories with bulletin boards and reference materials
necessary for the students to understand the reason
and Impact of scientific development.
m. Education alms to develop appreciation for beauty In
literature, art, music, and nature. Modem schools make
provisions not only for facilities to study literature,
art, music, and nature, but also for such facilities as
places for recitals, libraries, exhibit halls, and
museums, and to make the building beautiful.
Implications.—The Interpretation of the findings of this
research would appear to warrant the following statements of
Implications:
1. School-building planners must know the characteristics of
children, and they should remenber that children learn by
experience.
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2* Children respond to space^ color^ slze^ texture^ sound, and
motion*
3* The primary pupil's world expands for him as he listens to
music, poetry, stories, the rustling leaves, and a bird
outside the window.
4* Children express themselves In various ways, and the school
plant should provide the setting for many types of activities.
5. Provision must be made for all children. Including facilities
for programs In special education for the mentally and phys¬
ically handicapped and others with special needs*
6* Education Is not static* Theories and methods may change
during the life time of a building*
7* Educational planners and architects should provide an environ¬
ment for children's health, safety, and comfort which will aid
teachers In planning programs for learning and the well-
rounded growth of children*
8* Among the Instructional facilities, the classroom Is the most
significant, because It Is the center of a major portion,
though not all, of the day's program*
Recommendations.—The findings, conclusions and Implications
derived from this research appear to warrant the following rec<Mmnen-
datlonst
1. Teachers should assist In school plant planning* Since they,
along with the pupils, are the chief users of the facilities,
they can be helpful In describing requirements such as loca¬
tion of the rooms, decoration, size, shape, and arrangement.
2* To guide the designers, the staff and community leaders should
state clearly and simply their educational puirposes and the
plant requirements*
3* Since methods and techniques may change during the llfe-tlme
of a building school plant planners should plan for maximum
adaptability.
4* Since educators believe that physically and mentally handi¬
capped children should participate as much as possible In the
normal life of the school, more schools should plan for facil¬
ities for such children*
5* Surveys should be made to determine the alterations and addi¬
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